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Abstract 
A Reactive Virtual Trainer is a virtual human capable to demonstrate physical exercises, to monitor the perform-
ance of the user and react in speech,  both addressing the correctness of the motion, the overall performance and 
the motivation of the user. In this paper we focus on the timing of the simple exercises motions (called gestures). 
We discuss the subtle requirements on synchronizing motion to speech and other acoustic modalities, and the 
proper timing of the stages of the gesture. We outline our implemented demo, to visualize and to experiment with 
the different planning and timing strategies. Finally, we talk about further work concerning motion models and 
real-time adaptive planning for our RVT application.  
  
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS) I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Animation, embodied 
conversational agent, VR 

   

1. Introduction 

A Reactive Virtual Trainer (RVT) is an Embodied Conver-
sational Agent (ECA) [1] in the role of a human trainer, 
capable of monitoring and coaching a real person perform-
ing physical exercises. The challenges of the research we 
have just started [11] are in making the RVT believable, 
professionally and socially competent and reactive, which 
are prerequisites for its effect in a real application.  The 
RVT, similar to a real expert, observes the performance of 
the human, and reacts as needed: by pinpointing inaccura-
cies of the exercise as performed by the user and by dem-
onstrating the correct motion, by noticing if the user is 
getting exhausted or loosing motivation and reacting by 
shortening the exercises, or by introducing extra relaxing 
times. These professional reactions should be interwoven 
with emphatic acknowledgements, encouragements and 
eventual small talk, which form a substantial part of the 
arsenal of real physiotherapists keeping their patients moti-
vated. Our envisioned RVT in its reactivity, multimodal 
capabilities and adaptability outperforms the related works 
[2, 4, 5, 6, 12, 13], for more detailed comparison see [11].  

In this paper we focus on a specific aspect of the multiple 
services of a RVT, namely the presentation of physical 
exercises. The units of repetitive exercises can be defined 
in a compositional way [10]. Here we address the timing, 
synchronisation and planning of rhythmic exercises mo-
tions. We will refer to ‘units’ like a clap, or a single arm 
pull as a gesture. However, they are different of, and less 
investigated, as the usual gestures accompanying speech. 

On the other hand, the subtle timing and proper perform-
ance of the exercises is of primarily importance, as op-
posed to the general principles to be followed and varia-
tions allowed in case of communicative gestures. 

In Section 2 we discuss the timing and synchronisation 
requirements of rhythmic exercises.  In Section 3 we out-
line our multi-modal planning system and illustrate the 
approach we take with an implemented demo environment 
for clapping. Finally, in Section 4 we explain further work 
building on the present model and experimental environ-
ment.  

2. Generating rhythmic exercises 

A rhythmic exercise consists of a single gesture performed 
several times, in a repetitive way. In case of training, the 
tempo is often given by music, in an implicit way, or by 
tapping or clapping, or counting, in an explicit way. Count-
ing is also used to keep track of the progress, and to indi-
cate the ‘peak’ of the motion. The major modelling and 
computational tasks related to these phenomena are dis-
cussed on by one. 

2.1. Multi-modal Synchronization   

If an ECA is to converse in usual way, the speech-
accompanying gestures are synchronised to the speech.  In 
the case of an RVT, there may be further acoustic modali-
ties to be taken into account, namely music, tapping or 
clapping (of the RVT, or of the user), besides speech. On 
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each modality, unit actions of that modality (a word, a 
piece of recorded sound, a hand gesture) can be executed. 
A unit action has a set of predefined moments of synchro-
nization, called alignment points. The start and end of any 
unit action are alignment points, but there may be addi-
tional ones such as the start of the emphasized syllable of a 
word, or the start of phases of hand gestures (see 2.2). 
Synchronization is defined solely by prescribing the align-
ment of some of the alignment points between units of 
different modalities. Prescribed alignments pose constraints 
on durations of (phases of) unit actions. In order to meet 
these constraints when generating an actual plan of execu-
tion of actions, shifting the start time of a unit and/or scal-
ing up/down the duration of phases may be needed. It is a 
characteristic of a unit action which phases and to what 
extent may be scaled. E.g., hand gestures may be slowed 
down by holding the hand still between movement phases, 
and/or by slowing down movements of different phases.   

2.2. Timing of a gesture 

For exercises unit gestures, we adopt the terminology used 
for the stages of communicative gestures:  

?  preparation, indicating the motion to take the 
‘start’ posture for the gesture; 

?  stroke, indicating the major, energetic motion of 
the gesture; 

?  retraction (optional), taking the hand back to a 
resting or idle position; 

?  pre-hold, and post-hold intervals indicating that 
the hand or body remains for some time in the 
posture of preparation or  at the end of the stroke. 

In case of repetitive gestures, each stroke is followed by a 
motion which is the preparation of the next stroke, hence 
these 2 motions with optional holds between them, form a 
unit (see Figure 1).  

For timing a gesture of a given duration (according to 
prescribed tempo),  the time spent in still, hold positions 
and the distribution of the remaining time between the two 
stages of motion need to be decided. The proportions may 
not be the same for different tempi. Moreover, there are 
limitations (may be different for different users) on the 
upper-lower speed of a gesture, as well as on the duration 
of the stages. These, may be changing, characteristics need 
to be taken into account when planning the gestures auto-
matically. 

Another subtle aspect is the relationship between the 
length and shape of the path the moving hand, and the 
speed profile of the motion. The former will be taken care 
of by the definition of the gesture, while the latter by the 
planner. It may be necessary to decrease the ‘amount’ of 
motion, that is, the amplitude of the gesture, in order to be 
able to perform it in a shorter time. 

Yet a subtle case is the ending of an exercise, when the 
motion often slows down, and a resting position is reached.  

2.3. Real-time reactive planning 

The RVT keeps monitoring the user, and reacts according 
to his/her performance. E.g. if the user does not keep up 
with the tempo, the RVT may decide to emphasize the 
tempo by counting, or to adjust his own tempo to the users’ 
who seems to be very exhausted, or may decide to abandon 
the exercise altogether. These intelligent decisions result in 
new schedules of exercises possibly accompanied by 
speech, and new tempi. Hence the motion of the RVT 
needs to be re-planned in a reactive way, and in real-time.  

Also the motion between different exercises – preparing 
the next one, or taking a resting position, may be with some 
idle motion – should be generated automatically, by the 
planner.  

3. Clapping demo 

We have implemented a demo system to experiment with 
the timing and planning strategies of rhythmic exercises. 
We used clapping as demo exercise, where the clap sound 
should be generated at the right time, and the clapping may 
be accompanied by counting speech.  

We used our parameterized animation developed for the 
virtual dancer to create a clapping gesture [9]. Clapping 
can be performed at different amplitudes. At higher ampli-
tudes, the hands start out further from each other and more 
of the body is involved in the clapping action: the head 
nods and the upper-body sways along with the clap. 

Speech is generated using the Loquendo speech generator 
[8]. It allows us to identify the timing of the most stressed 
phoneme, which we use to align the words to the gesture. 
The clap sound is generated using a .wav file. The entire 
system is written in java, using java 3D.  Our experiments 
run so far in real time on standard pc under Windows. 

3.1. Definition of exercises in script 

BML is a multimodal generation language, describing 
synchronization between speech and animation on such a 
level that it can be used as input for the final process of 
multimodal generation [7]. We extended BML to allow 
explicit sequential relations between behavior. Speech 
markers are extended in such a way that other behavior can 
align to them at word start/end or phonological peak 
start/stroke/end). Observers are added to monitor outside 
behavior (for example, the beats of music) and align behav-
ior to that. In Figure 3 you see the definition of two clap 
sequences.  

3.2. Timing of clapping 

We have developed an interactive environment where the 
user may specify explicitly the tempo of claps, and tell the 
tempo of preparation and stroke, and how to distribute the 
remaining time (if any) between holds before and after the 
clap stroke. The character will perform the clap sequence 
according to the specification, see Figure 2. Currently, 
there is no mechanism to prevent or correct inconsistent, 
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infeasible specifications. Partial specifications will be 
extended according to the ‘default’ strategy. E.g. if the 
tempo is to be slowed down , the duration of preparation 
and stroke will be slowed down  proportionally, as default. 
However, the user may spe cify, for instance, that in the 
slow tempo the stroke should not be so slow, and the re-
maining time is assigned automatically to a hold, see Fig-
ure 2.  

3.3. Synchronization  

The clap gesture has five alignment points, that are linked 
to positions in the animation: the start of the animation, the 
end of the animation, the stroke, the post-stroke-hold, the 
post-retraction-hold and the end. The stroke and post-
stroke hold and the post-retraction-hold and the end are 
linked to the same position in the animation, respectively. 
To perform the animation, all these alignment points have 
to be mapped to real time values, time warping the anima-
tion. By mapping the post-stroke-hold alignment point to a 
later time value than the stroke alignment point, the 
clapped hands remain still for some time (see Figure 1). 

We use a metronome to generate absolute synchroniza-
tion points for the clap exercise. The acoustic modalities 
used are clapping sound and speech. H ence altogether 3 
modalities are to be synchronized, using the metronome 
beats as reference times. The (uneven) tempo of clapping, 
as well as the subtle coordination of the speech and the 
hand motion are given as BML script (see Figure 3). From 
this script, the actual plan is generated (see Figure 4). 

4. Further work 

The current environment allows systematic experimenta-
tion. We plan to test the perception of the different timing 
and sync strategies. We wish to explore the boundaries of 
‘natural’ clapping, the range of possible individual differ-
ences, and the manifestation of emotional content (enthusi-
astic clap versus polite clap). 

Another source for restricting the parameters to a smaller 
region of natural gestures is the human behaviour. We shall 
continue our work to gather data on individuals clapping by 
using motion capture technology. Such data will also allow 
to refine the path-speed profile of claps, and gain insight 
into the correlation between speed and amplitude. 

Our planner needs to be improved, concerning the han-
dling of constraints. Also, concatenation of gestures, auto-
matic introduction of rest positions and idle motions should 
be assured.  

An open issue is how to tackle speech tempo changes. 
The current TTS system we work with does have a tempo 
parameter, however, this does not mean exact scaling of the 
duration of the utterance. We must find a way around, in 
order to be able to adjust speech to a given tempo. 

At a later stage, we plan to align an exercise to the music 
using our beat tracker [3]. 
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Figure 1: Stages of a repetitive gesture, such as clap. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Snapshot of part of the  interactive environment to specify and generate clap sequences of different timings .The 
user-specified timing for the stroke and retraction stages is automatically  extended with a hold at the end.  
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<bml> <observer id="beatObserver1"/>  
 <speech id="one" stress:strokePhonPeak="beatObserver1: 1" 

type="application/sapi+xml"><bookmark mark="stress"/>one</speech>  
 <speech id="two" stress:strokePhonPeak="beatObserver1:2" 

type="application/sapi+xml"><bookmark mark="stress"/>two</speech>   
 <speech id="three" stress:strokePhonPeak="beatObserver1:4" 

type="application/sapi+xml"><bookmark mark="stress"/>three</speech>  
 <speech id="four" stress:strokePhonPeak="beatObserver1:6" 

type="application/sapi+xml"><bookmark mark="stress"/>four</speech>  
 <speech id="five" stress:strokePhonPeak="beatObserver1:7" 

type="application/sapi+xml"><bookmark mark="stress"/>five</speech>  
 <animation stroke="one:stress:strokePhonPeak" id="clap1" name="clap_fast"/>  
 <animation stroke="two:stress:strokePhonPeak" start=">clap1:end" id="clap2" 

name="clap_fast"/>  
 <animation start="cl ap2:end" id="interpolator1" name="interpolator"/>  
 <animation stroke="three:stress:strokePhonPeak" start=">clap2:end" id="clap3" 

name="clap"/>  
 <animation start="clap3:end" id="interpolator2" name="interpolator_rev"/>  
 <animation stroke="four:stress:stroke PhonPeak" start=">clap3:end" id="clap4" 

name="clap_fast"/>  
<animation stroke="five:stress:strokePhonPeak" start=">clap4:end" id="clap5" 

name="clap_fast"/>      
 <sound id="clapsound1" name="clap" clap="clap1:stroke">   
  <tm id="clap" time="0.02" /> </sound> 
 <sound id="clapsound2" name="clap" clap="clap2:stroke">  
  <tm id="clap" time="0.02" />  </sound> 
 <sound id="clapsound3" name="clap" clap="clap3:stroke">  
  <tm id="clap" time="0.02" />  </sound> 
 <sound id="clapsound4" name="clap" clap="clap4:stroke">  
  <tm id="clap" time="0.02" />  </sound> 
 <sound id="clapsound5" name="clap" clap="clap5:stroke">  
  <tm id="clap" time="0.02" />  </sound>      
</bml> 
 

Figure 3: The script of a clapping sequence. Claps are accompanied by speech, are performed at different times at 1,2,4,6 
and 7, and of different durations. 

 

 

 
Figure 4: The visualization of the plan generated according to the above specification, with synchronization of 4 modalities: 
hand motion, speech, clap sound, and a metronome defining tempo. 


